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Abstract 22	  

 23	  
The incidence of wildfires in the Arctic and subarctic is increasing; in boreal North 24	  

America, for example, the burned area is expected to increase by 200-300% over the next 25	  
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50-100 years, which previous studies suggest could have a large effect on cloud 1	  

microphysics, lifetime, albedo, and precipitation. However, the interactions between 2	  

smoke particles and clouds remain poorly quantified due to confounding meteorological 3	  

influences and remote sensing limitations. Here, we use data from several aircraft 4	  

campaigns in the Arctic and subarctic to explore cloud microphysics in liquid-phase 5	  

clouds influenced by biomass burning.  Median cloud droplet radii in smoky clouds were 6	  

~40-60% smaller than in background clouds.  Based on the relationship between cloud 7	  

droplet number (Nliq) and various biomass burning tracers (BBt) across the multi-8	  

campaign dataset, we calculated the magnitude of subarctic and Arctic smoke aerosol-9	  

cloud interactions (ACI, where ACI = (1/3)* d ln(Nliq)/d ln(BBt)) to be ~0.16 out of a 10	  

maximum possible value of 0.33 that would be obtained if all aerosols were to nucleate 11	  

cloud droplets. Interestingly, in a separate subarctic case study with low liquid water 12	  

content (~0.02 g m-3) and very high aerosol concentrations (2000-3000 cm-3) in the most 13	  

polluted clouds, the estimated ACI value was only 0.05.  In this case, competition for 14	  

water vapor by the high concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) strongly 15	  

limited the formation of droplets and reduced the cloud albedo effect, which highlights 16	  

the importance of cloud feedbacks across scales.  Using our calculated ACI values, we 17	  

estimate that the smoke-driven cloud albedo effect may decrease local summertime 18	  

shortwave radiative flux by between 2-4 W m-2 or more under some low and 19	  

homogeneous cloud cover conditions in the subarctic, although the changes should be 20	  

smaller in high surface albedo regions of the Arctic. We lastly explore evidence 21	  

suggesting that numerous northern latitude background Aitken particles can interact with 22	  

combustion particles, perhaps impacting their properties as cloud condensation and ice 23	  

nuclei. 24	  

 25	  

1 Introduction 26	  

The incidence of wildfires in the Arctic and subarctic is increasing dramatically 27	  

(Flannigan et al., 2009; Moritz et al., 2012; Stocks et al., 1998), and in some areas, such 28	  

as boreal North America, it is expected to grow by 200-300% over the next 50-100 years 29	  

(Balshi et al., 2009). Already, periods of intense wildfires can increase regional aerosol 30	  
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concentrations in the Arctic twofold (Warneke et al., 2010), and the impact of smoke is 1	  

increasingly being recognized as a strong contributor to Arctic haze (Hegg et al., 2009, 2	  

2010; McConnell et al., 2007; Shaw, 1995; Stohl et al., 2006, 2007).  Increases in 3	  

biomass burning aerosols could have a large effect on cloud dynamics (Earle et al., 2011; 4	  

Jouan et al., 2012; Lance et al., 2011; Lindsey and Fromm, 2008; Rosenfeld et al., 2007; 5	  

Tietze et al., 2011); in turn, smoke-derived changes to cloud microphysics may result in 6	  

changes to precipitation and regional heating that are strong enough to affect dwindling 7	  

regional sea ice (Kay et al., 2008; Kay and Gettelman, 2009; Lubin and Vogelmann, 8	  

2006; Vavrus et al., 2010). 9	  

However, the interactions between smoke particles and Arctic clouds are poorly 10	  

quantified, in part due to the confounding effects of meteorology and surface conditions 11	  

(e.g., Earle et al. (2011); Jackson et al. (2012); Jouan et al. (2012)), and in part due to 12	  

satellite sampling constraints over the Arctic, such as caused by the presence of many 13	  

low contrast regions, multi-layer clouds (Intrieri et al., 2002), and reduced sunlight.  One 14	  

common way in which aerosol-cloud interactions (ACI) are quantified is by assessing 15	  

how a cloud property changes relative to some aerosol tracer or, in this case, biomass 16	  

burning aerosol tracer (BBt).  Following Eq. (1), ACI estimates for a given location can 17	  

be derived from aircraft measurements of cloud droplet number, Nliq; they can also be 18	  

derived from ground-based or remote sensing retrievals of changes in cloud properties 19	  

such as droplet effective radius (re) or cloud optical depth (τ) at constant liquid water path 20	  

(LWP) (Feingold et al., 2001; McComiskey et al., 2009): 21	  

𝐴𝐶𝐼   =     
1
3   
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=     
𝜕 ln τ
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!"#

                              (1)   

The ACI term as defined by Eq. (1) was originally described as the “Indirect Effect” (IE) 22	  

(Feingold et al., 2001, 2003).  Here, similarly to McComiskey et al. (2009), we use 23	  

“ACI” instead of “IE” to differentiate the fact that the metric in Eq. (1) is more directly 24	  

associated with aerosol-driven changes to cloud microphysical responses than with 25	  

radiative forcing.	  	   26	  

The maximum value of ACI as derived from Eq. (1) is 0.33.  An ACI value of 0.33 27	  

corresponds with the 1.0 maximum possible change in lnNliq relative to lnBBt, which 28	  

would occur if every aerosol were to nucleate a cloud droplet.  The first term of Eq. (1) is 29	  
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divided by 3 in order to correspond with the last two terms, which are derived at constant 1	  

LWP from the following theoretical relationships: re α LWP/τ (Stephens, 1978) and τ α 2	  

Nliq
1/3 (Twomey, 1977). Note that although each term in Eq. (1) should equal each other 3	  

term, in practice measurement-derived biases can cause apparent differences between the 4	  

terms.  This issue will be discussed further in later sections.  5	  

One study convincingly demonstrated that smoke reduces cloud droplet effective radius 6	  

and enhances cloud albedo in Arctic liquid clouds (Tietze et al., 2011).  In that study, 7	  

modeled BBt concentrations were combined with remote sensing of cloud properties, 8	  

enabling the authors to reduce meteorological bias by basing their conclusions on tens of 9	  

thousands of clouds sampled over a variety of meteorological conditions throughout the 10	  

Arctic.  Smoke ACI values derived from relative changes in cloud re were estimated at 11	  

between 0.04-0.11 out of a maximum 0.33. (Note however that in that study, clouds were 12	  

binned by temperature and pressure, rather than by LWP as in Eq. (1) above.) 13	  

However, despite being able to conclusively demonstrate a smoke cloud albedo effect, 14	  

Tietze et al. (2011) noted that they might have underestimated the magnitude of satellite-15	  

derived ACI values because of difficulties constraining aerosol concentrations and 16	  

locations. They cite a study by Costantino and Breón (2010), where it was demonstrated 17	  

that not co-locating aerosol-cloud layers in the vertical column dramatically lowered ACI 18	  

estimates from 0.24 to 0.04 over marine stratocumulus clouds influenced by African 19	  

biomass burning.  This bias seems to be apparent in many ACI estimates globally; from a 20	  

literature search, McComiskey and Feingold (2012) revealed that remote sensing-derived 21	  

ACI values worldwide are lower than those derived from in-situ, modeling and/or 22	  

ground-based studies.  They also showed that in addition to errors in co-location of 23	  

clouds and aerosols, the comparatively low spatial resolution of remote sensing 24	  

observations can further enhance the low bias in ACI estimates.   25	  

In the Arctic, these biases can be substantial.  In a study in Northern Finland, ACI 26	  

estimates derived over the same general time period and location from both ground-based 27	  

and remote sensing methods were ~0.25 and 0.09±0.04, respectively (Lihavainen et al., 28	  

2010); a more than two-fold difference. For reference, the range of Arctic remote 29	  

sensing-derived ACI estimates for all aerosol sources is -0.01 to 0.09 (Lihavainen et al., 30	  
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2010; Tietze et al., 2011); in situ, ground-based, and model estimates range between 1	  

0.05-0.3 (Garrett et al., 2004; Lihavainen et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2012).  The degree of 2	  

bias at other global sites has led McComiskey et al. (2012) to assert that the albedo effect 3	  

can only be assessed accurately from aircraft or ground-based in situ data. 4	  

To better understand the impacts that expected increases in smoke will have on the 5	  

Arctic, it is important to better constrain remote-sensing and model estimates of smoke-6	  

specific ACI in the Arctic using in situ aircraft data.  The biggest challenge in obtaining 7	  

representative aircraft-based ACI values is the fact that they are more prone to 8	  

uncertainties caused by the influences of poorly constrained meteorological factors (Shao 9	  

and Liu, 2006) than other methods due to logistical limitations in sample size. We 10	  

confront this issue in two ways.  First, we focus on a case study day from the Arctic 11	  

Research of the Composition of the Troposphere from Aircraft and Satellites (ARCTAS) 12	  

campaign (Fuelberg et al., 2010; Jacob et al., 2010) in which several clouds were sampled 13	  

under very similar conditions. We derive ACI estimates for all clouds that were either 14	  

verifiably clean or are clearly influenced by biomass burning aerosols, and contrast the 15	  

observed cloud properties.  Second, to increase sample size, we consolidated data from 16	  

four separate aircraft campaigns in the Arctic.  In addition to ARCTAS, these datasets 17	  

include: the First ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) Regional 18	  

Experiment Arctic Clouds Experiment (FIRE.ACE), which included portions flown by 19	  

the University of Washington Convair-580 (UW FIRE.ACE) and the Canadian National 20	  

Research Council Convair-580 (NRC FIRE.ACE) (Curry et al., 2000), and the Indirect 21	  

and Semi-Direct Aerosol Campaign (ISDAC) (McFarquhar et al., 2011). We then 22	  

compare these findings with those from the ARCTAS case study. 23	  

 24	  

2 Methods 25	  

2.1 Dataset description 26	  

The dates and flight locations of data used in this study are shown in Fig. 1, and the data 27	  

used are listed in Tables 1-4.  The ARCTAS, FIRE.ACE, and ISDAC datasets have each 28	  

been extensively described previously (e.g., Curry et al., 2000; Fuelberg et al., 2010; 29	  

Jacob et al., 2010; Korolev et al., 2003; McFarquhar et al., 2011; Rangno and Hobbs, 30	  
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2001; Soja et al., 2008). However, to our knowledge, they have never been compared 1	  

directly to each other. Here we note only briefly a few relevant points about the datasets 2	  

and how they are inter-compared. 3	  

First, during the ISDAC and FIRE.ACE flights, multiple passes inside clouds were often 4	  

obtained, and aerosols were intentionally sampled above- and below-cloud. In contrast, 5	  

during ARCTAS there was very limited resampling of a given region and generally only 6	  

one pass through a cloud was obtained.  This difference in sampling impacts our results 7	  

only in that there are not as many vertical profiles through the ARCTAS clouds as in the 8	  

other datasets.  Second, the UW FIRE.ACE dataset contains some gaps in positional data 9	  

(latitude, longitude, and altitude), which range most frequently between 1-10 seconds, 10	  

with rare instances of gaps >1 minute.  If the data were out-of-cloud and if the gap in 11	  

positional data is <1 minute, we linearly interpolate the latitude, longitude, and/or 12	  

altitude.  Otherwise, occasional gaps > 1 minute and data without positional information 13	  

were excluded.  Thirdly and most importantly, we have made our best effort to use data 14	  

that are as comparable as possible between campaigns.  However, when high quality 15	  

measurements are not available from the same instrument in all campaigns, we use the 16	  

most similar measurement available and we discuss the uncertainties this raises in the 17	  

text. 18	  

2.2 Cloud presence and phase 19	  

2.2.1 ARCTAS 20	  

In ARCTAS, cloud liquid water content (LWC) was determined from droplet size spectra 21	  

gathered with the CAPS-CAS instrument (Baumgardner et al., 2001) based on integrated 22	  

volume droplet size distributions between 0.75-50 µm.  Throughout this size range, 23	  

precision was estimated to be 20% within each size bin based on pre-calibrations with 24	  

sized glass and polystyrene latex spheres.  We expect accuracy to also be ~20%, since 25	  

pre-campaign calibrations were performed with spheres of known size, and since post-26	  

campaign tests with latex spheres were consistent with the expected sizes.  Unfortunately, 27	  

we could not validate in situ accuracy because simultaneously collected hot-wire probe 28	  

LWC data were unobtainable due to high noise in out-of-cloud samples.  For this reason, 29	  

in-cloud hot-wire LWC data are not reported here other than to note that they showed 30	  
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qualitatively consistent trends with the CAPS-CAS LWC data.  Liquid phase cloud 1	  

presence was defined by LWC values ≥ 0.01 g m-3 (Matsui et al., 2011b), a value that 2	  

corresponds well with cloud presence verified from the on-flight video.  Because neither 3	  

ice water content (IWC) nor cloud particle images were directly measured during 4	  

ARCTAS, we are unable to accurately verify cloud phase at temperatures < 0 oC in the 5	  

ARCTAS dataset.  Therefore, we limited our focus within the ARCTAS dataset to clouds 6	  

present at temperatures > -0.5 oC (i.e., those clouds highly likely to be in the liquid 7	  

phase).  We also excluded clouds that video indicated were affected by drizzle or ice 8	  

precipitation from cloud layers above. 9	  

 2.2.2 FIRE.ACE and ISDAC 10	  

During the UW and NRC FIRE.ACE campaigns, LWC was determined from droplet size 11	  

spectra gathered from Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP-100) measurements 12	  

for particles with diameters between 0.5-47 µm and 5-47 µm, respectively.  These 13	  

measurements are functionally very similar to the CAPS CAS measurements from 14	  

ARCTAS. During the sampling periods where air mass classification matched the criteria 15	  

described in section 2.4, the	  FSSP data had a close relationship to hot-wire probe 16	  

measurements of LWC for both campaigns (Table 5).  For the NRC FIRE.ACE 17	  

campaign, two FSSP probes were available (serial numbers 96 and 124, denoted hereafter 18	  

as FSSP-96 and FSSP-124).  The FSSP-96 is normally recommended for use by the data 19	  

originators because the FSSP-124 had an intermittent hardware problem during the NRC 20	  

FIRE.ACE campaign, and because it may have undersized particles >30 μm diameter.  21	  

In this analysis, the hardware problem did not occur during our time periods of interest, 22	  

and the FSSP-124 droplet distribution for droplets with diameters within 30-47 μm 23	  

closely matched those of the FSSP-96.  However, the FSSP-124 had higher droplet 24	  

numbers in particles with diameters < 30 μm compared to the FSSP-96 during the 25	  

relevant sampling periods used in this study.  We believe this discrepancy to be due to a 26	  

deficiency in the FSSP-96 data during this time period, because the FSSP-96 27	  

underestimated King and Nevzorov probe LWCs by ~23% and 26%, respectively, 28	  

whereas the FSSP-124 data estimated King and Nevzorov probe data to within 8%, on 29	  
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average (Table 5).  Therefore, the FSSP size distribution data reported here for the NRC 1	  

FIRE.ACE campaign are based on FSSP-124 data between 5-47 μm. 2	  

During ISDAC, LWC was determined from cloud droplet probe (CDP) data.  These data 3	  

agreed within 15% of the bulk probe values.  Following Earle et al. (2011), FSSP data 4	  

were used on days when high-quality CDP data were unavailable; the FSSP data are 5	  

estimated to agree with CDP data to within 20%.  Note that similarly to ice particles (e.g., 6	  

Korolev et al. (2011)), very large droplets may shatter on any of the cloud droplet probe 7	  

tips. This may introduce some potential artifacts when droplet sizes are very large (e.g., 8	  

for some of the reference measurements available in FIRE.ACE and ISDAC). 9	  

For comparability with ARCTAS clouds, the presence of liquid clouds in the FIRE.ACE 10	  

and ISDAC datasets was determined by simultaneous measurements of LWC > 0.01 g m-11	  
3.  Also, for inter-campaign comparisons we focused on clouds sampled for ≥ 20 s in 12	  

order both to increase representativeness of the average measured properties of the clouds 13	  

and to enhance meteorological similarity of clouds.  Sometimes entrainment from outside 14	  

air caused pockets of low- to no-LWC (i.e., LWC <0.001 g m-3) within a cloud body; 15	  

these pockets of air were not included when determining the average cloud droplet 16	  

effective radius. 17	  

There is no consistent definition for cloud phase in the literature.  In remote sensing 18	  

studies for example, cloud phase is usually determined by cloud radiative properties – 19	  

thus, clouds with some mixed particles can be included in “liquid” or “ice” phase 20	  

classifications if they are mostly liquid or mostly ice (e.g., Baum et al. (2012), Platnick et 21	  

al. (2003)).  Due to instrumentation limitations, aircraft studies sometimes also define a 22	  

cloud with small fractions of ice particles as being a “liquid” cloud (e.g., Korolev et al. 23	  

(2003)).  Alternatively, distinct portions of a cloud may be classified as different phases if 24	  

a primarily liquid portion of a cloud is far away (~1-2 km) from a mixed portion of a 25	  

cloud mass (McFarquhar et al., 2007; Zuidema et al., 2005). 26	  

Here, we define liquid cloud phase by the lack of any ice particles in the CPI data 27	  

throughout the entire cloud transect, based on a roundness criterion (Lawson et al., 2001).   28	  

When possible (i.e., in the NRC FIRE.ACE and ISDAC datasets), we verified that there 29	  

was no detectable ice water along the cloud transects.  This relatively stringent definition 30	  
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of liquid phase clouds is used to describe as best as possible the liquid phase end-member 1	  

cloud characteristics. Because aircraft cloud transects can only sample a portion of a 2	  

cloud, we must assume that the portion of the cloud sampled is representative of the rest 3	  

of the cloud. This may introduce uncertainties, particularly in persistent large-scale 4	  

stratus clouds.  Nonetheless, as discussed in Sect. 3.1, we believe that errors from this 5	  

assumption are not likely to have a large impact on our results. 6	  

2.3 Cloud microphysical properties 7	  

We used aircraft vertical profiles to assess cloud droplet effective radius (re), cloud liquid 8	  

water path (LWP) and cloud optical depth (τ), and to gather information on aerosol 9	  

properties above and below cloud. The re was derived by Eq. (2), following Hansen and 10	  

Travis (1974): 11	  

𝑟! =   
𝑟!  𝑛 𝑟   𝑑𝑟
𝑟!  𝑛 𝑟   𝑑𝑟

                                                          (2) 

where r is the radius, and n(r) is the cloud particle size distribution.  LWP is defined as 12	  

the vertical integral of LWC from the base to the top of the cloud.  LWP values were only 13	  

determined when vertical profiles through the cloud were available, thus providing the 14	  

cloud base and top heights. We define τ following Peng et al. (2002) as:  15	  

τ   =   
3
2   
𝐿𝑊𝐶  𝐻!
𝑟!ρ!   

                                                                    (3) 

where Hc is cloud thickness (again only available in vertical cloud transects) and ρw is the 16	  

density of water.  In addition to vertical transects, we also used horizontal transects 17	  

within clouds to obtain information on horizontal variability of within-cloud properties 18	  

and to obtain increased sample numbers for re.   19	  

In some instances in the multiple-campaign analysis, the same cloud or very 20	  

similar clouds were sampled more than once, often intentionally, either through an entire 21	  

vertical cloud transect or through a portion of a cloud.  In order to reduce the potential for 22	  

pseudo-replication in the analysis, transects that were deemed to be from the same cloud 23	  

or from very similar clouds were averaged to provide one aggregated profile or re and Nliq 24	  

value for those instances. Clouds were determined as being related in part by a 25	  
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combination of time and location sampled.  Here, the range of distance and time between 1	  

clouds deemed as related or the same ranged from 0.4 -76 km and several seconds to 2.5 2	  

hours apart, depending on the conditions and cloud type (the 2.5-hour time frame 3	  

included 8 separate transects through a stratus cloud).  In addition, in all clouds we 4	  

assessed cloud pressure, location, temperature, and on-flight video (when available).  In 5	  

biomass burning cases we also assessed nearby aerosol conditions (as determined in 6	  

ISDAC by SPLAT II particle composition and in ARCTAS by CH3CN, black carbon 7	  

(BC), submicron SO4
2- and submicron organic aerosol, or OA, concentrations).Within the 8	  

multi-campaign analysis, 2 of the 8 biomass burning clouds contained aggregated 9	  

transects, as did 4 of the 16 background clouds. One background cloud in the case study 10	  

included aggregated transects.  To assess the impact of cloud transect aggregation on our 11	  

analysis, we calculated differences in ACI values using the maximum and minimum 12	  

values of Nd within the aggregated samples.  Calculated differences in ACI values were 13	  

1%, indicating that uncertainties caused by aggregation had only minor impacts on our 14	  

results.   15	  

LWC among aggregated clouds was generally similar (within 30% of each other).  16	  

However, in some cases it was more variable; in one biomass burning aggregation, the set 17	  

of 8 related cloud transects had LWCs ranging from 0.12-0.54 g m-3. The relationship of 18	  

LWC with re suggests that entrainment could have influenced LWC variability within this 19	  

particular cloud.  Although we cannot constrain the influence of entrainment to a high 20	  

degree of certainty within an individual cloud aggregate, as discussed in section 3.1, the 21	  

ACI values derived across all clouds did not deviate from adiabatic values calculated 22	  

from cloud parcel theory.    23	  

2.4 Air mass classification 24	  

For this work, distinguishing smoke-influenced from background cloud conditions is 25	  

critical.  During ARCTAS, background conditions were selected by a combination of in-26	  

cloud gas concentrations (average CO < 123 ppbv and average acetonitrile (CH3CN) < 27	  

0.14 ppbv) and near-cloud SO4
2- and BC concentrations (< 0.3 µg m-3 and < 0.12 µg C m-28	  

3, respectively).  In ideal cases, “near-cloud” air masses were defined as half the width of 29	  

the cloud if it was a vertical profile, and within 10 s before and after the cloud if it was a 30	  
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horizontal transect.  However, sometimes the presence of a neighboring cloud or the 1	  

vertical changes in the aircraft track forced us to use slightly smaller samples.  2	  

The 123 ppbv CO cutoff value represents the upper quartile range of time periods with 3	  

concurrently low CO, CH3CN, and BC (all separate indicators of combustion), and the 4	  

CH3CN cutoff is the median for these values.  For comparison, Lathem et al. (2013) and 5	  

Moore et al. (2011) defined background air masses as having CO and CH3CN values at 6	  

<170 ppbv and 0.1 ppbv, respectively, and Lance et al. (2011) used a criterion of ~160 7	  

ppbv CO.  Such high background CO values are observed periodically over springtime 8	  

Alaska due to higher emissions from Asia during spring and reduced photochemical loss 9	  

during winter months (Brock et al., 2011).  In 2008 specifically (during a similar time 10	  

period as ARCTAS-A), background CO was elevated further due to unusually early and 11	  

frequent Asian wildfires that year (Moore et al., 2011).  However, background Arctic CO 12	  

levels can frequently be lower than these values.  For example, during a separate summer 13	  

campaign in 2011 over eastern Canada, Sakamoto et al. (2015) observed and used a lower 14	  

background CO threshold of 120 ppbv.  Our chosen CO threshold of 123 ppbv, was 15	  

chosen in part because it enabled the use of a consistent value to characterize background 16	  

conditions across the wide temporal and spatial region covered during ARCTAS. 17	  

ARCTAS “biomass burning” influenced air masses were classified following the 18	  

procedure of Lathem et al. (2013), where BB-influenced air masses have concentrations 19	  

of >175 ppbv and 0.2 ppbv CO and CH3CN, respectively.  A manual scan indicated that 20	  

aerosol pollutant tracers BC and submicron SO4
2- were always elevated with respect to 21	  

background concentrations under these conditions in this dataset.  For comparison, Lance 22	  

et al. (2011) used a concentration of >200 ppbv CO for “polluted” (mostly biomass 23	  

burning) cases. 24	  

During the two FIRE.ACE campaigns, the combination of relevant high-quality and/or 25	  

high-resolution aircraft chemical data for completely characterizing air mass sources 26	  

were not collected, and remote sensing products useful for air mass classification were 27	  

also unavailable.  As a result, biomass burning-derived haze events were 28	  

indistinguishable from anthropogenic pollution events in the FIRE.ACE datasets.  29	  
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Therefore, we only use FIRE.ACE clouds sampled under non-polluted background 1	  

conditions for inter-comparison with the other datasets.   2	  

Because within-cloud gas concentrations were not available, we used average near-cloud 3	  

(as defined above) aerosol concentrations to define “background” conditions in the 4	  

FIRE.ACE data.  To reduce the risk of any potential humidification effects, we excluded 5	  

near-cloud air masses that had any observations of cloud particles in the CPI or that had 6	  

LWC values ≥ 0.001 g m-3.  7	  

To classify background air masses, we used Passive Cavity Aerosol Spectrometer Probe 8	  

(PCASP) aerosol concentrations (CNPCASP) directly adjacent to the cloud. The PCASP 9	  

measures dehumidified particles with diameters between 0.12-3 µm.  Previous authors 10	  

have noted the presence of large numbers of small nucleation- to Aitken-mode particles 11	  

(between ~15-85 nm) in the spring- and summer-time Arctic that appear to have natural 12	  

sources (Garrett et al., 2004; Howell et al., 2014; Leaitch et al., 2013; Leck and Bigg, 13	  

1999; O’Dowd et al., 2010; Ström et al., 2009; Tunved et al., 2013; Zhao and Garrett, 14	  

2015).  However, the relatively large minimum size cutoff of the PCASP (~120 nm) 15	  

excludes these particles, while including low altitude particles from pollution and 16	  

biomass burning sources, which tend to be in the accumulation mode (Earle et al., 2011; 17	  

Lathem et al., 2013; Warneke et al., 2010).  Thus, CNPCASP tends to be a fairly good 18	  

indicator of non-background conditions.  19	  

To be classified as background, air masses had to have CNPCASP concentrations of ≤ 127 20	  

particles cm-3 (Shantz et al., 2012). This CNPCASP cutoff is a more stringent criterion for 21	  

determining clean conditions than those adopted by Jackson et al. (2012), Earle et al. 22	  

(2011) and Peng et al. (2002), where respective values of < 200, 250 and 300 particles 23	  

cm-3 were used, but the criterion applied here appears to exclude biomass burning and 24	  

pollution aerosols fairly effectively (Table 6).  However, the upper 95% CH3CN 25	  

concentrations are higher than typical background conditions, indicating that our chosen 26	  

cutoff value is generally, but not completely, effective at removing air masses influenced 27	  

by smoke.  Therefore, the FIRE.ACE samples have a more uncertain background 28	  

classification than the ARCTAS and ISDAC datasets, where actual chemical tracers 29	  

verify the presence of pollution and biomass burning aerosols.  For ISDAC samples, 30	  
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“background” conditions were determined by out-of-cloud CNPCASP concentrations, in 1	  

order to be consistent with the FIRE.ACE campaigns. However, the TSI aerosol 2	  

concentrations (CNTSI) and backscatter values were not used to assign a background 3	  

classification (see Sect. 3.2 for further details).   4	  

A “biomass burning” classification was assigned in ISDAC data when a cloud had 5	  

contact with discernable amounts of biomass burning aerosols, as determined by single 6	  

particle mass spectrometer, SPLAT II (Zelenyuk et al. 2009; Zelenyuk et al. 2015), based 7	  

on the mass spectral analysis of individual aerosol particles (Fig. 2).  This method has 8	  

been similarly employed to determine biomass burning influence in the ISDAC dataset 9	  

previously (Earle et al., 2011; McFarquhar et al., 2011; Shantz et al., 2014). 10	  

2.5 Assessment of indirect effects from biomass burning 11	  

As mentioned before, the impact of smoke aerosols on cloud droplet activation was 12	  

assessed by looking at aerosol-cloud interactions (ACI) of biomass burning aerosols on 13	  

cloud droplet number. The ACI values were derived from changes in cloud droplet 14	  

number relative to measured biomass burning tracers, BBt, following Eq. (1) and using a 15	  

non-parametric Kendall robust line-fit method.  The Kendall robust line-fit model (also 16	  

commonly known as the Theil-Sen method) (Sen, 1968; Theil, 1950) derives a linear 17	  

model of a dataset from the median of the slopes between each two points in the dataset. 18	  

While this method is not as commonly used as linear regressions, it performs similarly 19	  

when data are normally distributed.  In cases when the data are not normally distributed, 20	  

this method is more appropriate than a linear regression because it reduces the impact of 21	  

outliers. 22	  

As previously mentioned, ARCTAS was the only campaign where biomass burning 23	  

gaseous tracers were directly quantifiable in-cloud (here we use BBt = CH3CN (de Gouw 24	  

et al., 2003) and BBt = CO (Tietze et al., 2011)), measured in ppbv. Both CO (Bian et al., 25	  

2013) and CH3CN have appreciable background concentrations in the Arctic (as can be 26	  

seen in Fig. 3a). Therefore, approximate background CO and CH3CN concentrations of 27	  

99.2 and 0.088 ppbv, respectively, were subtracted prior to deriving ACI values from Eq. 28	  

(1) in the case study.  These background values were derived from the mean of the 29	  

Kendall robust line-fit method analyses of ARCTAS CCN and CNPCASP equivalent 30	  
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concentrations vs. CO (or CH3CN) concentrations. In the multi-campaign analysis, 1	  

background values of 0.018 ppbv CH3CN were subtracted, due to lower background 2	  

concentrations in the cleanest samples.  Although for simplicity we define a single 3	  

background Arctic CH3CN level here, background CH3CN can range from ~0.050 ppbv 4	  

in the Arctic marine boundary layer to ~0.14 ppbv at altitudes of ~8 km (Kupiszewski et 5	  

al., 2013; Warneke et al., 2009; A. Wisthaler, personal communication, 2015).  A 6	  

maximum error of 0.038 ppbv in background CH3CN would equal at most 18% of the 7	  

CH3CN signal in biomass burning samples.  For that reason, and because CH3CN was 8	  

only one of six tracers used to derive ACI values, the range of possible background 9	  

CH3CN concentrations is expected to have only minor impacts on the analysis. Arctic 10	  

background CO is more consistent than CH3CN, and in that case, the differences in 11	  

background CO as computed from CNPCASP vs. CCN line-fit analyses (93.0 and 105.4 12	  

ppbv, respectively) led to only a 2.6% change in the derived ACI values. 13	  

Because the in-cloud CO and CH3CN values were not available in the ISDAC or 14	  

FIRE.ACE campaigns, we also compared aerosol tracers of smoke/polluted particles 15	  

adjacent to the cloud as a BBt quantity.  The aerosol tracers used were CNPCASP 16	  

concentrations, backscatter at 550 nm, BC concentrations, and when available, CCN (not 17	  

available in the UW FIRE.ACE campaign). For comparison to the PCASP, aerosol 18	  

concentrations with diameters > 4 nm were measured with a TSI 3775 in ISDAC.  19	  

Aerosols with diameters > 3 and 10 nm were measured during ARCTAS from TSI 20	  

models 3025 and 3010, respectively.  Because CNPCASP values were not measured during 21	  

ARCTAS, we combined APS and UHSAS sized aerosol data collected during that 22	  

campaign into a similar size distribution as the CNPCASP measurements (0.124-3.278 µm). 23	  

UHSAS and APS measurements are not actively dried like PCASP samples are (Earle et 24	  

al., 2011; Strapp et al., 1992), but sample humidity decreases significantly upon heating 25	  

in the cabin and measurements are taken at dry relative humidity; in addition, particles 26	  

are exposed to dried sheath air prior to detection. 27	  

There are some limitations of the ACI approach.  First, a systematic bias can be 28	  

introduced when aerosol and cloud properties are averaged or co-located in low spatial or 29	  

temporal resolution datasets (McComiskey and Feingold, 2012). This particular 30	  

systematic bias is generally not a large concern for in-cloud aircraft studies such as this 31	  
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one where gas and/or aerosol measurements and Nliq measurements are either collected 1	  

simultaneously or in very close proximity.  Secondly, the magnitudes of derived ACI can 2	  

vary depending on the BBt tracers used, and any one tracer may be biased by random 3	  

error and a variety of other reasons that may cause the tracer to imperfectly approximate 4	  

actual cloud droplet nuclei.  To reduce the biases inherent to any one tracer, we use a 5	  

combination of up to six BBt tracers to derive ACI, as available.   6	  

A third potential problem is the risk that a snapshot of a cloud in time is not 7	  

representative of the net cloud properties over its lifetime (Duong et al., 2011).  8	  

Currently, only models can fully characterize cloud lifetime properties, but interpreting 9	  

the model output can be challenging for other reasons.  Within aircraft in situ data, this 10	  

source of sampling error is best minimized in aircraft in situ data by resampling 11	  

throughout the cloud’s life cycle.  Resampling was sometimes, but not always, carried out 12	  

for individual cloud cases presented here, and was not specifically carried out throughout 13	  

the lifetime of the cloud.  However, based on the results presented in Duong et al. (2011), 14	  

the magnitude of this type of error is unlikely to have a large impact on our results, 15	  

although we cannot with full confidence assess how cloud life stage might have impacted 16	  

the way aerosols were interacting with the clouds.   17	  

The fourth limitation with the ACI method is that Nliq has a sublinear relationship with 18	  

CCN (e.g., Morales et al. [2011]; Morales and Nenes [2010]), with particularly noticeable 19	  

deviations from linear behavior expected when a cloud contains high CCN concentrations 20	  

(e.g., Moore et al. [2013]).  This behavior is driven by increased competition for water 21	  

vapor, which in turn decreases cloud supersaturation and reduces the tendency to form 22	  

additional drops. Because ACI values are typically derived from linear-type regressions, 23	  

apparent ACI values can be reduced if clouds with high CCN are included in the analysis.  24	  

We discuss the potential for this type of interaction where applicable in the text.  Finally, 25	  

the most difficult problem to address is the potential bias introduced if one does not 26	  

account for meteorological conditions (Shao and Liu, 2006).  We discuss the relationship 27	  

of derived ACI with meteorology in sections 2.6 and 3. 28	  

2.6 Overview of surface and meteorological conditions 29	  

Ambient conditions such as cloud type and presence of drizzle from an overlying cloud 30	  
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deck were determined from available video, photos, flight notes and AVHRR images.  1	  

Although in situ chemical and physical measurements were primarily used to determine 2	  

end-member situations (i.e., where only smoke or only background air were the dominant 3	  

sources of aerosols interacting with clouds), in some cases we discuss out-of-cloud 4	  

aerosols with potentially more mixed sources.  In these cases we supplemented chemical 5	  

and physical data with 5-day HYSPLIT back trajectories (Draxler, R.R. and Rolph, G.D. 6	  

HYSPLIT (HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) Model access via 7	  

NOAA ARL READY Website (http://www.arl.noaa.gov/HYSPLIT.php), NOAA Air 8	  

Resources Laboratory, College Park, MD)) to determine recent air mass history.  Using 9	  

video, photos, and flight notes, clouds were also classified as either stratiform or 10	  

cumuliform. Stratiform clouds were present at 1-3 km altitude.  With one exception (an 11	  

ARCTAS-B background case from 8 July 2008), the stratiform clouds were not present 12	  

below a strong temperature or moisture inversion.  In our dataset, none of the biomass 13	  

burning cases were present below an inversion either; such inversions occurred only in 14	  

four of the clean background cases, indicating generally unimpeded aerosol mixing from 15	  

above and below for biomass burning clouds in these data. The cumuliform clouds were 16	  

also found between 1 and 3 km, and although they were less optically thick than the 17	  

stratiform clouds, optically thin (τ < 15) and multi-layer clouds dominated all samples.  18	  

Across all clouds sampled during the four campaigns, there was substantial variation 19	  

between cloud properties (Table 7) and the physical locations of the clouds (Fig. 4). For 20	  

example, background clouds were primarily sampled over open-ocean and at higher 21	  

latitudes, whereas the smoky clouds were primarily sampled at lower latitudes over land.  22	  

For this reason, in addition to comparing median characteristics of all background and 23	  

clean cases, we also focus on a case study where multiple clean and smoky clouds were 24	  

observed under very similar meteorological and surface conditions (section 3.1).   25	  

 26	  

3 Results 27	  

3.1 Indirect effects of smoke in Arctic liquid phase clouds 28	  

On 1 July 2008 during the ARCTAS-B campaign, a variety of small cumuliform clouds 29	  

were sampled during flight 18 over inland Saskatchewan, Canada.  The physical 30	  
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characteristics of the clouds were very similar (Table 8), being small (~0.7 km high, and 1	  

~0.2-7 km wide) non-precipitating clouds present between 1680 and 2650 m altitude, and 2	  

far from any major temperature or water vapor inversions. All clouds were liquid phase, 3	  

with low median LWC values of 0.02 g m-3 (the implications of which is discussed 4	  

further down).  All clouds had temperatures ranging from -0.1 to 3.1oC.  All were 5	  

sampled within 97 km2 and 5.2 hours of each other, during which time each cloud 6	  

experienced similar northeasterly wind direction. 7	  

Despite being exposed to similar meteorological and surface conditions, aerosol inputs to 8	  

these clouds ranged significantly, with average CH3CN and PCASP equivalent particle 9	  

numbers ranging between 0.092-0.55 ppbv and 107-3001 cm-3, respectively.  The large 10	  

range in chemical properties was due to the aircraft track, which repeatedly covered areas 11	  

up- and downwind of local fresh smoke plumes from the Lake McKay fire. This fire is 12	  

comprehensively described in the combination of Cubison et al. (2011), Alvarado et al. 13	  

(2010), and Raatikainen et al. (2012).   14	  

In Fig. 3, we show that CO < 500 ppbv is strongly related to the smoke tracer CH3CN 15	  

and that it shows no correlation to the fossil fuel combustion tracer dichloromethane 16	  

(CH2Cl2) (see Kondo et al., 2011 for further discussion on use of this tracer during 17	  

ARCTAS).  Given that CO has both pollution and biomass burning sources, this finding 18	  

indicates smoke was the dominant aerosol contributor on that day, not pollution.  Back 19	  

trajectories also support this conclusion (Alvarado et al., 2010).  Of the clouds sampled 20	  

during this flight, two clouds met the classification criteria for being biomass burning 21	  

influenced, three were classified as intermediate, and two met the ARCTAS background 22	  

criteria. 23	  

As shown in Fig. 5, smoke is clearly correlated with reduced cloud droplet radius in the 24	  

seven clouds studied (with an average 59% reduction relative to background clouds, 25	  

Table 8).  As expected, there was a concurrent increase in cloud droplet number (Fig. 5).  26	  

Based on this increase, we compute a combined median ACI of 0.05 (bootstrapped 95% 27	  

confidence interval 0.04-0.06) across all tracers shown in Fig. 5.   28	  

Although linear regressions were not used to derive ACIs, we plot them for each tracer in 29	  

Fig. 5 to show the degree of variation between individual tracer ACI values. Other 30	  
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researchers have previously noted differences in calculated ACIs when these interactions 1	  

are computed from different tracers (e.g., McComiskey et al. (2009), Lihavainen et al. 2	  

(2010) and Zhao et al. (2012)), and these differences probably reflect a combination of 3	  

measurement error and how well a given tracer approximates the sub-population of 4	  

aerosols that are participating in cloud droplet activation (Lihavainen et al., 2010).  As 5	  

plumes age, there may also be increasing uncertainty in biomass burning aerosol co-6	  

location with gaseous tracers such as CO and CH3CN, as these are subject to different 7	  

depositional processes (Hecobian et al., 2011).  However, in this case the fires were 8	  

relatively fresh so this issue is unlikely to be an important source of uncertainty. 9	  

ACI estimates can also sometimes be influenced or even overwhelmed by systematic 10	  

differences in local meteorological conditions associated with cleaner versus more 11	  

polluted clouds (Hegg et al., 2007; Shao and Liu, 2006).  For the case study, that 12	  

possibility is unlikely because of the relatively small area and time frame considered and 13	  

the similar meteorological conditions in which the clouds were sampled.   14	  

However, because case study smoky clouds had a combination of very low LWC, very 15	  

high aerosol concentrations from a fresh fire, and consequently, very small droplet sizes 16	  

(Fig. 6), it is likely that smoky case study clouds were less sensitive to further additions 17	  

of smoke aerosols than clouds with lower aerosol concentrations.  Such non-linear 18	  

behavior is predicted when high CCN levels cause increased competition for water vapor, 19	  

which in turn decreases cloud supersaturation and reduces the tendency to form 20	  

additional drops (e.g., Moore et al. [2013]; Morales et al. [2011]; Morales and Nenes 21	  

[2010]).  Additionally, possible enhanced entrainment of outside air in smoky clouds 22	  

compared to background clouds (Ackerman et al., 2004; Bretherton et al., 2007; Chen et 23	  

al., 2012; Lebsock et al., 2008) could enhance droplet evaporation and further reduce 24	  

ACI values from the expected adiabatic ACI maximum value at a given aerosol level.   25	  

Because in-situ ACI derivations assume linearity in the response of Nliq to BBt, and such 26	  

as assumption does not hold well at high CCN levels, we would expect to derive lower 27	  

in-situ ACI estimates if clouds with very high CCN levels are included in the analysis 28	  

(Rosenfeld et al., 2014).  That ACI values would increase to 0.08 (95% confidence 29	  

interval 0.05-0.12) if the two biomass burning clouds were excluded suggests that non-30	  
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linear processes could have affected the reduced ACI values in the case study. For 1	  

reference, at case study smoky CNPCASP equivalent concentrations of ~2,000-3,000 cm-3, 2	  

modeled adiabatic ACI values were ~0.06-0.16 (Moore et al., 2013).  The range in 3	  

modeled ACI values depended on factors such as cloud vertical velocity and CCN 4	  

hygroscopicity (the CCN spectrum).	  	  Given these model uncertainties and our estimated 5	  

case study ACI value, any potential effects of entrainment were not clearly noticeable in 6	  

our data. 7	  

For these reasons, although the 1 July 2008 case is in some ways ideal in that the clouds 8	  

were sampled in very similar environmental conditions, it is not necessarily 9	  

representative of typical cloud conditions in the Arctic.  The clouds were present 10	  

relatively far south in the subarctic (52-56oN) and were cumuliform compared to the 11	  

more dominant Arctic stratus type clouds.  Moreover, the case study clouds were 12	  

subjected to fresh concentrated smoke rather than aged diluted smoke, as one would 13	  

expect at higher latitudes.  Therefore, as explained above, we expect case study clouds 14	  

already affected by high smoke concentrations to have reduced sensitivity to additional 15	  

smoke, particularly given the low LWC of the case study clouds. 16	  

To assess the impact of smoke on liquid clouds more generally, we compared background 17	  

and biomass burning cloud properties sampled over the larger region shown in Fig. 4.  18	  

This more expansive set of clouds includes a broader range of high-latitude 19	  

meteorological conditions, making it more representative of overall conditions in the 20	  

Arctic region. However, the greater heterogeneity also makes trends in the data more 21	  

difficult to interpret, as we cannot describe in full detail the degree to which 22	  

meteorological influences affected each cloud given the limitations of the datasets. 23	  

Despite the uncertain meteorological influence, we see qualitatively similar trends to 24	  

those in the 1 July 2008 ARCTAS case study (Fig. 7).  We find a 3.7 µm (42%) median 25	  

reduction in re between the smoky and background cases (Table 7).  Concurrently, 26	  

median Nliq increased from 41 droplets cm-3 in background clouds to 338 droplets cm-3 in 27	  

smoky clouds. Within stratiform-only and cumuliform-only liquid clouds, groupings that 28	  

are somewhat more comparable meteorologically, the mean re differences are 2.5 and 6.4 29	  

µm (n= 13 and 14), respectively. However, the combined median ACI estimate from all 30	  
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tracers shown in Fig. 7 is 0.16 (95% confidence interval 0.14-0.17).  This value is three 1	  

times that of the case study, which is further evidence to suggest that cloud sensitivity to 2	  

aerosols in the case study was lowered by aerosol-driven adiabatic reductions in cloud 3	  

supersaturation (and possibly enhanced entrainment). 4	  

Observed smoke-driven reductions in liquid cloud droplet size and increases in cloud 5	  

droplet number in both the case study and the multi-campaign analysis are in line with 6	  

several other studies in the Arctic. Peng et al. (2002) found a similar difference in re of 7	  

4.8 µm to the multi-campaign analysis in two combined datasets in the Arctic (one of 8	  

which was the NRC FIRE.ACE dataset), in conditions where PCASP values were > and 9	  

< 300 particles cm-3, although they did not specifically focus on biomass burning-related 10	  

samples. Tietze et al. (2011) also found significant changes in LWP, τ, and re using 11	  

remote sensing cloud observations combined with a modeled biomass burning tracer.  In 12	  

contrast, Earle et al. (2011) did not see a reduction in re in biomass burning-influenced 13	  

clouds based on selected ISDAC samples.  They attributed this finding to a combination 14	  

of meteorological and microphysical factors.  It is possible that some of the differences 15	  

with our study are also caused by reduced contrast between selected clean and polluted 16	  

cases, as their cutoff for defining clean conditions was higher than ours, and they did not 17	  

include any samples that met our background criteria (which were only present during the 18	  

4 April 2008 ISDAC flight).  Also note that the biomass burning-influenced cloud cases 19	  

assessed by Earle et al. (2011) did not overlap with the clouds assessed in this study. 20	  

As noted previously, because the aircraft could only sample transects of clouds, we had to 21	  

assume that the observed cloud phase was representative of the whole cloud.  In the case 22	  

study, all clouds were sampled at temperatures > 0 oC, and this assumption holds well. 23	  

Where we expect this assumption to be most uncertain is in stratiform clouds in the 24	  

multi-campaign analysis, which might have different properties in far-off, non-sampled 25	  

portions.  Uncertainties are also higher in clouds that were only transected horizontally, 26	  

because mixed phase clouds in the Arctic frequently have vertical layers of ice and liquid 27	  

particles (Morrison et al., 2012).  We cannot fully rule out that non-sampled portions of 28	  

the clouds in the multi-campaign analysis contained ice particles, or that different vertical 29	  

layers had different re values.  However, if the 6 ISDAC and FIRE.ACE background 30	  

clouds that were either stratiform or that contained only horizontal transects are excluded, 31	  
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the results of the multi-campaign analysis are nearly the same (ACI = 0.15 and median 1	  

background cloud re = 7.0 vs. 7.6 µm).  Thus we do not believe that uncertainties in cloud 2	  

phase had a major impact on our results.   3	  

3.2 Implications for radiation and precipitation 4	  

Based on model output by McComiskey et al. (2008) (their Fig. 2a), we estimate that 5	  

given the case study median ACI value of 0.05, the smoke-derived cloud albedo effect on 6	  

summertime local shortwave radiative forcing could be between -2 to -4 W m-2 for 7	  

regions with surface albedo of ~0.15.  Typical shortwave spectrum broadband (0.3–5.0 8	  

um) albedos over subarctic Canada range from ~0.09-0.17, compared to ~0.23-0.71 in the 9	  

winter (Davidson and Wang, 2005); thus, any local forcing in winter from smoke ACI 10	  

effects would likely be reduced, compared to the summer.  The McComiskey et al. 11	  

(2008) output was also based on the assumption of homogeneous, unbroken clouds with 12	  

CCN concentrations of 600 cm-3, a LWP of 50 g m-2, and a cloud base height of 500 m.  13	  

Such surface albedo and cloud/aerosol conditions are similar to some of the summer 14	  

terrestrial conditions sampled over Canada during ARCTAS-B.  The summer subarctic 15	  

biomass burning clouds we describe from ARCTAS-B CCN and LWP levels bracket the 16	  

model’s assumptions, ranging between 1-94 g m-2 and 68-6670 cm-3, respectively.  17	  

However, cloud base heights were typically higher than the model-assumed 500 m, and 18	  

although unbroken clouds are frequently observed in the Arctic and subarctic, the ACI 19	  

value we use was determined from samples that included some clouds within broken 20	  

cloud systems, which may possibly have different microphysical responses to aerosols. 21	  

Periodic broken cloud conditions, cloud heterogeneity (McComiskey et al., 2008), and 22	  

the patchiness of smoke will all reduce the net cloud albedo radiative forcing over wider 23	  

spaces and times.  Therefore, the -2 to -4 W m-2 range is only applicable in the subarctic 24	  

in some summertime conditions.  Nonetheless, this estimate at least provides a rough 25	  

indication of how important these local effects might be during the most relevant time 26	  

periods (i.e., when burning is most likely to occur). 27	  

In contrast to the subarctic, in the Arctic high surface albedo will lessen the expected 28	  

impact of the cloud albedo effect.  Although future sea ice losses and associated 29	  

reductions in surface albedo may affect the relative importance of the cloud albedo effect 30	  
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on Arctic clouds, others (e.g., Garret et al. (2004)) have suggested that in the Arctic, a 1	  

more important impact of reduced cloud droplet size may be greater longwave opacity, 2	  

which can lead to enhanced snow melt.  Relatedly, smaller droplets may affect cloud 3	  

lifetime either by extending it via reduced precipitation (the “second indirect effect” 4	  

(Ackerman et al., 2000; Albrecht, 1989)) or by reducing it via enhanced water vapor 5	  

competition and evaporation, as may have occurred in the case study. 6	  

Cloud droplet spectra from the 1 July 2008 ARCTAS case study clouds are shown in Fig. 7	  

6. Although sample size is small, the presence of smoke appears to narrow the droplet 8	  

spectra from a dispersion of 0.84 in background clouds to 0.55 in smoky clouds, as 9	  

calculated by the ratio between the standard deviation of the size distribution and the 10	  

mean droplet radius.  This narrowing is likely to lessen the eventual probability of 11	  

precipitation (Tao et al., 2012), as is moves median droplet size further away from the 28 12	  

µm effective diameter threshold at which collision/coagulation processes are thought to 13	  

become efficient enough to induce precipitation (Rosenfeld et al., 2012).   14	  

Cloud droplet spectra from the multi-campaign clouds are shown for comparison in Fig. 15	  

8. There is not as obvious a narrowing of spectra as for the case study, but median droplet 16	  

concentrations in smoky clouds never reached above 28+ µm diameter, whereas median 17	  

droplet diameter in background clouds did reach above this point (Fig. 8).  Also, small 18	  

droplet concentrations (those most susceptible to evaporation) increased in smoky 19	  

conditions, and rainfall was only noted in clean conditions, as shown in Fig. 8 by elevated 20	  

(>0.1 cm-3) cloud droplet concentrations with diameters >50 µm (King et al., 2013).  21	  

Therefore, although clouds outside the case study suffer large uncertainties related to 22	  

their collection over heterogeneous conditions, their droplet distributions support the 23	  

hypothesis of smoke-induced reductions in drizzle. 24	  

3.3 Interactions of background aerosols with dilute biomass burning 25	  

particles: a potential uncertainty in ACI values  26	  

As mentioned previously, large numbers of nucleation- and Aitken-mode particles are 27	  

frequently observed in the spring and summer Arctic and subarctic (Engvall et al., 2008; 28	  

Leck and Bigg, 1999; Ström et al., 2009; Zhao and Garrett, 2015).  These particles are 29	  

thought to have a marine origin via some combination of new particle formation from 30	  
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marine gases (Allan et al., 2015; Leaitch et al., 2013; O’Dowd et al., 2010; Tunved et al., 1	  

2013) and direct oceanic nanogel emissions (Heintzenberg et al., 2006; Karl et al., 2012, 2	  

2013; Leck and Bigg, 1999; Orellana et al., 2011). Chemical data from the ARCTAS 3	  

dataset also show the presence of numerous small particles with a natural background 4	  

source (Fig. 9). 5	  

Previous studies also suggest that the small particles can condense upon larger particles 6	  

(e.g., smoke) when such particles are present (Engvall et al., 2008; Leaitch et al., 2013; 7	  

Tunved et al., 2013).  This coagulation process may explain why Arctic smoke aerosols 8	  

have been shown to sometimes contain organic components likely derived from smaller, 9	  

non-biomass burning particles mixed with sulphates and marine particles (Earle et al., 10	  

2011; Zelenyuk et al., 2010). To get some idea of how important the background particles 11	  

may be, we estimated the maximum mean aerosol volume change that would occur if 12	  

high concentrations of small background aerosols were to mix with and condense upon 13	  

diluted smoke particles. Concentrations of background particles were estimated at 5000 14	  

cm-3 (based on high-end values observed in Fig. 9 and at another Arctic site (Ström et al., 15	  

2009)).  Diluted smoke concentrations were estimated at 450 particles cm-3 (low-end 16	  

values from Fig. 9).  Volumes were calculated from the size ranges observed in ARCTAS 17	  

background and smoky aerosols (see Appendix A for details).  In this hypothetical 18	  

scenario, we estimate that background aerosols could increase dilute smoke aerosol 19	  

volume by up to 2-15%, although volume increases are likely substantially less in most 20	  

air masses. 21	  

Interestingly, the small Arctic marine particles appear to be fairly hygroscopic (Lathem et 22	  

al., 2013; Lawler et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2001), and they can be surface active 23	  

(Lohmann and Leck, 2005).  One study using ARCTAS data showed that background 24	  

aerosol values of the hygroscopicity parameter, κ, were on average nearly two times 25	  

higher than average smoke κ values (0.32 ± 0.21 vs. 0.18  ±  0.13, respectively), although 26	  

there was a high degree of variability and overlap in the κ values (Lathem et al., 2013).  27	  

Previous studies also suggest that volume increases alone might affect Arctic particle 28	  

hygroscopicity, independent of chemistry (Moore et al., 2011).  Given this information, 29	  

we cannot rule out that upon condensation, the small background particles might act as 30	  

surfactants or otherwise modify smoke CCN characteristics, causing deviations from the 31	  



	   24	  

ACI value as derived in section 3.1 at low smoke concentrations.  This hypothesis is 1	  

difficult to test because, excepting three intermediate instances in the case study, the data 2	  

presented in Section 3.2 only included background and high smoke conditions.   3	  

However, the nucleation- and Aitken-mode background particles are not ubiquitous 4	  

throughout the year.  They tend to accumulate mainly in the spring and summer, which is 5	  

thought to be due to a combination of three factors: 1) there is more sunlight available for 6	  

the photochemical reactions key to new particle formation (Engvall et al., 2008; Tunved 7	  

et al., 2013), 2) reduced sea ice and enhanced primary production likely lead to greater 8	  

emissions of marine precursor gases and nanogels (Leaitch et al., 2013; O’Dowd et al., 9	  

2010; Tunved et al., 2013), and 3) during Arctic summer there tend to be fewer larger 10	  

particles such as smoke for these small particles to coagulate and condense upon.  11	  

However, Arctic summertime smoke events do occur (e.g., Fuelberg et al. (2010); 12	  

Iziomon et al. (2006)) and may be increasing (Moritz et al., 2012). In the subarctic, 13	  

wildfires peak in the summer (Giglio et al., 2006).  Thus, although the influence of the 14	  

small background particles on subarctic and Arctic smoke ACI values is probably minor, 15	  

deviations from the linear ACI expectations derived here might occur during dilute 16	  

summertime Arctic smoke events and in subarctic locations: for example when smoke is 17	  

diluted over or near marine environments. 18	  

 19	  

4 Discussion and Conclusions 20	  

The challenge of separating the influence of meteorology and aerosol indirect effects on 21	  

clouds introduces relatively large uncertainty in our understanding of how smoke impacts 22	  

clouds.  Using in situ aircraft data, we quantified these impacts in both a subarctic 23	  

cumulus cloud case study and in a multi-campaign data assessment of clouds north of 24	  

50oN. The multi-campaign assessment suggests an ACI value of 0.16 (95% confidence 25	  

interval 0.10-0.13), which is on the high end of previous satellite-based assessments 26	  

(0.04-0.11) (Tietze et al., 2011).  Given a known low bias in remote-sensing-derived 27	  

estimates of ACI (e.g., McComiskey et al. (2012)), our findings suggest that smoke-28	  

derived increases in cloud albedo may be higher than previously derived in the region.  29	  

We reduced confounding meteorological effects by including data from as wide a 30	  



	   25	  

geographic region as possible, applying very stringent conditions to identify clean and 1	  

smoky clouds, and reducing the impact of outliers on ACI derivations by using the 2	  

Kendall robust line-fit method instead of normal linear regressions.  However it is 3	  

important to note that meteorological effects are still imperfectly constrained in this 4	  

assessment due to inherent limitations in the in situ dataset size and content.  5	  

For comparison to the multi-campaign analysis, we also analyzed the 1 July 2008 6	  

ARCTAS case in the subarctic, where multiple clean and smoky clouds were found under 7	  

similar meteorological conditions.  The case study smoke cases had a combination of low 8	  

cloud LWC, high in-plume aerosol concentrations, and very small cloud droplets.  From 9	  

these samples we derived an ACI estimate of 0.05 (95% confidence interval 0.04-0.06), 10	  

which is smaller than that of the multi-campaign analysis.  Based on theory (e.g., Moore 11	  

et al. (2013)), as the number of smoke CCN increases (through some combination of 12	  

enhanced aerosol number and/or increased hygroscopicity for existing particles), there is 13	  

greater water vapor competition.  This competition makes supersaturation development 14	  

and cloud droplet activation increasingly difficult, which would reduce ACI values. 15	  

Therefore, we speculate that the 0.05 ACI case study value falls at the low-end of typical 16	  

smoke ACI values for the larger subarctic/Arctic region. Reductions in droplet activation 17	  

and potential enhanced evaporation would also limit the maximum magnitude of smoke 18	  

cloud albedo effects. 19	  

Based on a previous model study by McComiskey et al. (2008), the ACI value of 0.05 20	  

from the case study suggests that smoke may reduce local summertime radiative flux via 21	  

the cloud albedo effect by between 2-4 W m-2 or more under low and homogeneous cloud 22	  

cover conditions in the subarctic.  At higher latitudes where surface albedo is already 23	  

high, the impact on radiative flux is likely to be smaller.  In those regions, a more 24	  

important effect of smoke might be its inhibition of precipitation and cloud lifetime 25	  

effect, as evidenced by the observed reductions in cloud droplet radius of ~50% in both 26	  

the case study and the multi-campaign assessment.   27	  

Smaller cloud droplets can have various consequences.  Smoke-driven reductions or 28	  

delays in precipitation may affect the distribution of aerosol and moisture deposition.  29	  

Longer cloud lifetime could impact not only Arctic albedo but also longwave radiation 30	  



	   26	  

(Stone, 1997), and previous studies suggest that even small changes in the above 1	  

parameters may affect sensitive Arctic sea ice (Kay et al., 2008; Kay and Gettelman, 2	  

2009; Lubin and Vogelmann, 2006; Vavrus et al., 2010).  Additionally, changes in cloud 3	  

cover might also have indirect effects on ocean photosynthesis and biogeochemistry 4	  

(Bélanger et al., 2013).  It is our hope that the improved quantification of smoke-derived 5	  

ACI values will help quantify these impacts in future model studies. 6	  

One obvious limitation of our study is that we do not address the impacts of smoke on 7	  

existing mixed and ice phase clouds.  Additionally, we cannot account for the ways in 8	  

which smoke might have affected sample phase.  For example, ice nuclei presence might 9	  

facilitate the conversion of an otherwise liquid phase cloud into a mixed phase cloud that 10	  

was excluded in this assessment.  Alternatively, we could have included liquid clouds in 11	  

our assessment that might otherwise have been present as mixed or ice phase clouds if 12	  

not for the inhibition of freezing by soluble smoke compounds via the Raoult effect 13	  

(discussed in Tao et al. (2012)). 14	  

Finally, we have presented evidence to suggest that coagulation of the numerous 15	  

nucleation- and Aitken-mode background particles frequently present in clean 16	  

summertime Arctic air masses might increase the volume of diluted smoke aerosols by  17	  

up to 2-15%.  Previous studies suggest that such interactions with background particles 18	  

may increase smoke aerosol hygroscopicity, which in turn could cause deviations from 19	  

the ACI value derived here.  Future remote sensing or ground-based analyses may be able 20	  

to more completely address the different impacts of dilute vs. concentrated smoke 21	  

aerosols in Arctic clouds. 22	  

 23	  

Appendix A: Calculations for maximum potential contribution of 24	  

background aerosol to diluted smoke aerosol volume  25	  

We first estimate the volume of smoke particles at dilute concentrations of 450 particles 26	  

cm-3.  Arctic/subarctic smoke aerosol size distributions were taken from Kondo et al. 27	  

(2011) and Sakamoto et al. (2015), where lognormal aerosol size distributions were 28	  

characterized by geometric mean diameters of 224±14 nm and 230 nm and geometric 29	  

standard deviations of 1.33±0.05 and 1.5, respectively.  From the corresponding size 30	  



	   27	  

distributions, we estimate smoke aerosol volumes of ~2.9-6.0 µm3 per cm-3 of air at 1	  

smoke concentrations of 450 cm-3.   2	  

The degree to which aerosol properties can be affected by the collection of Arctic 3	  

nucleation- and Aitken-mode background particles onto larger smoke and pollution 4	  

particles also depends in part on the size ranges and concentrations of the background 5	  

particles.  These can be quite variable (Engvall et al., 2008) (also see Fig. A1).  To 6	  

estimate average background concentrations, we use the observed geometric mean ratio 7	  

range in 6-year Svalbard summertime data (Engvall et al., 2008), which indicated that 8	  

Aitken-mode particle concentrations were ~1.5-3 times greater than those of 9	  

accumulation-mode particles.  Given this range in ratios, we would expect background 10	  

particle concentrations to be ~675-1350 cm-3 at smoke concentrations of 450 cm-3.  We 11	  

then combine the expected small background aerosol concentrations with ARCTAS 12	  

background aerosol spectra from events from 12 April, 10 July, and 13 July 2008 (Fig. 13	  

A1) for particles < 80 nm in diameter.  Based on these values, small background aerosol 14	  

volume is estimated at 0.012-0.114 µm3 cm-3.  A comparison of this volume with the 15	  

previously estimated smoke aerosol volume suggests that background aerosols could 16	  

contribute only ~0.2-4% of total diluted smoke aerosol volume in average summertime 17	  

conditions.  This estimate does not account the fact that all else being equal, small 18	  

particles are usually more likely to coagulate onto the largest sized particles (Seinfeld and 19	  

Pandis, 1998), which would reduce the contribution to average particle volume even 20	  

further. 21	  

Alternatively, we can estimate what the background aerosol volume might be if particle 22	  

concentrations were as high as 5000 cm-3.  Although such events are not common in the 23	  

Arctic and subarctic, similar high-end concentrations of background particles are 24	  

observed in Figure 9 and have been observed elsewhere in the Arctic as well (Ström et 25	  

al., 2009).  Again assuming the same range of particle size distributions observed in Fig. 26	  

A1, the small background aerosol volume at 5000 particles cm-3 is estimated to be 27	  

between 0.092-0.422 µm3 per cm-3 of air.  Thus, in this case background aerosols could 28	  

add at most 2-15% of total aerosol volume in diluted smoke with concentrations of 450 29	  

particles cm-3. 30	  



	   28	  
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Table 1. Instrumentation used in this study from the ARCTAS dataset.  Data were 1	  

collected at 1-second resolution, unless noted otherwise. 2	  

  ARCTAS-A 1-19 April; -CARB 29 June; -B 1-13 July, 2008 

  Instrument Range Uncertainty 
Nliq, re, and 
LWC 

Cloud, Aerosol and Precipitation 
Spectrometer - Cloud and Aerosol 
Spectrometer (CAPS-CAS) 

0.5-50 µm 20%a 

phase none (see text) liquid only n.a. 
CN TSI Condensation Particle Counter 

(CPC) 3010 
> 0.01 µm precision 5% 

	   TSI CPC 3025 > 0.003 µm precision 10% 

	   TSI Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (APS) 
3321 

0.583-7.75 µm n.a. 

	   DMT Ultra High Sensitivity Aerosol 
Spectrometer (UHSAS) 

0.0609-0.986 µm ~5%, but increases in 
air with > 3000 
particles cm-3 (Cai et 
al., 2008)  

Temperature Rosemount 102 E4AL –65 to +35 °C  ±1°C  
Relative 
humidity 

Aircraft-Integrated Meteorological 
Measurement System (AIMMS-20) 

-- 2% 

CCN DMT continuous-flow, streamwise 
thermal-gradient CCN counter 

-- 7–16 % (Moore et al., 
2011) 

CO Tunable Diode Laser Absorption 
Spectrometer (TDLAS)  

-- ±2% (Sachse et al., 
1987) 

Submicron 
sulfateb 

Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass 
Spectrometer  

-- ±35% (DeCarlo et al. 
(2008)) 

Submicron OAb Time-of-Flight Aerosol Mass 
Spectrometer  

-- 38% (Huffman et al. 
(2005)) 

BC massb Single-Particle Soot Photometer (SP2) -- ±10% (Moteki and 
Kondo, 2008) 

CH3CN Proton Transfer Reaction – Mass 
Spectrometer (PTR-MS)  

-- ±10% (Wisthaler et 
al., 2002) 

CH2Cl2
c Electron Capture Detection and Mass 

Spectrometer 
-- +/-10% or +/-2 pptv 

(Colman et al., 2001) 
Total 
backscatter 
(550 nm) b 

TSI 3563 Integrating Nephelometer > 0.1 Mm-1 0.5 Mm-1 

Submicron 
scatter (550 
nm)b 

Radiance Research Model M903 
Nephelometer 

1 Mm-1 0.5 Mm-1 

aBased on pre- and post-campaign comparisons with sized glass and latex spheres 3	  
bData were collected at 10 s resolution 4	  
cData were collected at ~40 s resolution 5	  

6	  
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Table 2. Instrumentation used in this study from the ISDAC dataset.  Data were collected 1	  

at 1-second resolution. 2	  
  ISDAC, 1-29 April, 2008 

  Instrument Range Uncertainty 

Nliq, re, LWC DMT Cloud Droplet Probe (CDP) 2-50 µm ~20% (Earle et al., 2011) 
aNliq, LWC, re Forward Scattering Spectrometer 

Probe (FSSP) model 100 
0.3-47 µm ~17% (Nliq), ~34% (LWC, re) 

(Baumgardner, 1983) 
phase Cloud Particle Imager (CPI) 40 µm - 2 

mm 
n.a. 

CN PMS airborne Passive Cavity 
Aerosol Spectrometer Probe 
(PCASP)-100X 

~ 0.12-3 
µm 

7% (Earle et al., 2011) 

 TSI CPC 3775 > 0.004 µm  
(Shantz et 
al., 2014) 

±10% (Shantz et al., 2014) 

Temperature	   Rosemont 102 probe –65 to +35 
°C  

±1°C  

CCN DMT continuous-flow, 
streamwise thermal-gradient CCN 
counter (reported between 14-
37% supersaturation) 

-- 7–16 % (Moore et al., 2011) 

Total and 
submicron dry 
backscatter (550 
nm) 

TSI 3563 Integrating 
Nephelometer 

> 0.1 M m-1 1-2±0.5 M m-1 

    

aFor days when high quality CDP data were unavailable, following Earle et al. (2011)  3	  
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Table 3. Instrumentation used in this study from the NRC FIRE.ACE dataset.  Data were 1	  

collected at 1-second resolution. 2	  
 3	  
  NRC FIRE.ACE, 1-29 April, 1998 

  Instrument Range Uncertainty 
Nliq FSSP-100 0.3-47 µm ~17% (Baumgardner, 1983) 
LWC, re FSSP-100 0.3-47 up to 25% (Peng et al., 2002) 
LWC King probe 0.05-3 g m-3 ±10% or larger (Peng et al., 

2002) 
	   Nevzorov probe ~ 0.006-1 g m-3 ±15% (Korolev et al., 1998) 
phase CPI 40 µm - 2 mm not available 
Temperature Rosemont probe –65 to +35 °C  ±1°C in-cloud, ±2-3°C out-of-

cloud 
CN PCASP 100X 0.12-3 µm 7% (Earle et al., 2011) 
CCN Cloud condensation nucleus 

counter (reported at 57-72% 
supersaturation) 

n.a. ± 10%  

 4	  
5	  
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Table 4. Instrumentation used in this study from the UW FIRE.ACE dataset.  Data were 1	  

collected at 1-second resolution. 2	  

 3	  
  UW FIRE.ACE, 19 May - 24 June, 1998 

  Instrument Range Uncertainty 
Nliq FSSP-100 0.3-47 µm ~17% (Baumgardner, 1983) 
LWC, re FSSP-100 0.3-47 µm see Table 5 

LWC Gerber Scientific 
PVM-100X 

0.01-0.75 g m-3 12%  (Garrett and Hobbs, 1999) 

phase CPI 40 µm - 2 mm not available 
CN PCASP 100X 0.12-3 µm 7% (Earle et al., 2011) 
Total dry 
backscatter 
(550 nm) 

MS Electron 
Integrating 
Nephelometer 

> 0.1 M m-1 not available 

    

4	  
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Table 5. Comparison of LWC measurements (g m-3) from various instruments. 1	  

 2	  
Campaign LWC determination method slope y-intercept R2 value 
UW 
FIRE.ACE 

FSSP vs. Gerber Scientific PVM-100Xa 
(Gerber et al., 1994) 0.92 -0.018 0.88 

NRC 
FIRE.ACEb FSSP-124 vs. King probe (King et al., 

1978) 1.08 -0.006 0.96 

 
FSSP-124 vs. Nevzorov probe (Korolev et 
al., 1998) 1.01 0.045 0.82 

  Nevzorov vs. King 0.87 0.001 0.82 
  3	  
aFor Gerber LWC <0.5 g m-3.  Above that, the FSSP missed known rain/drizzle events 4	  
with larger droplets, and that began to impact the linear relationship. 5	  
bSamples with LWC < the detection limit were not included. 6	  

7	  
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Table 6. A comparison of background concentrations of biomass burning and pollution 1	  

tracers as previously reported to those in the ARCTAS-B dataset in air masses that would 2	  

be defined as background using only the CNPCASP equivalenta cutoff of ≤ 127 particles 3	  

cm-3. Data are out-of-cloud and from altitudes < 2.1 km due to instrument limitations 4	  

above this level. 5	  

Tracer (units) 
Median 

(interquartile 
range) 

95th 
percentile 

Previously reported 
backgroundb 

concentrations 
CO (ppbv) 96 

(96-109) 135 120-170f-i 

CH3CN (ppbv) 0.08 
(0.06-0.10) 0.19 0.1h,j 

BC (µg C m-3) 0.001 
(0.001-0.004) 0.016 0.029f 

Submicron SO4
2- (µg m-

3)c 
0.010 

(0.005-0.070) 0.33 0.1-0.9f,j-l 

    
aCNPCASP values were not available in ARCTAS, and were thus approximated from the 6	  
CN concentrations from the APS and UHSAS for the same size range as would be 7	  
measured in the PCASP. 8	  
bSubmicron SO4

2- concentrations are reflective of average, not background, conditions. 9	  
cFollowing Fisher et al., 2011, we assume ARCTAS submicron sea-salt SO4

2- is 10	  
negligible, and that total submicron SO4

2- is approximately equal to submicron non 11	  
seasalt-SO4

2-.  12	  
dStohl et al. (2007) 13	  
e,fWarneke et al. (2009, 2010) 14	  
gBrock et al. (2011) 15	  
hMoore et al. (2011) 16	  
iShinozuka et al. (2015) 17	  
jLathem et al. (2013) 18	  
k,lQuinn et al. (2000, 2002) 19	  

20	  
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Table 7. Median properties and ranges for all background and biomass burning cloud 1	  

cases in the multi-campaign assessment. 2	  

Property Background (n=19) Biomass burning (n=8) 

Aerosol number concentration (CNPCASP
a), cm−3  42 (1-97) 584 (58-2001) 

CCN, cm-3 31 (6-332) 437 (68-6670) 
Backscatter at 550 nm, Mm-1 0.7 (-0.19-1.13) 8.8 (0.3-44.1) 
Temperature, °C -5 (-20-7) 2 (-9-10) 
Pressure, mbar 848 (505-995) 776 (687-909) 
Liquid water content (LWC), g m-3 0.07 (0.01-0.25) 0.03 (0.01-0.27) 

Cloud droplet effective radius (re), µm 8.7  (5.7-12.6) 5.0 (1.9-7.8) 

Droplet number concentration (Nliq), cm−3  41 (12-525) 338 (188-782) 
 3	  
aCNPCASP equivalent data 4	  

5	  
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Table 8. Mean properties and ranges for the 1 July 2008 ARCTAS case study, including 1	  

background, intermediate, and biomass burning cloud cases. 2	  

 3	  
Property Background (n=2) Intermediate (n=3) Biomass burning (n=2) 
Aerosol number concentration 
(CNPCASP

a), cm−3  249 (107-390) 294 (147-427) 2604 (2207-3001) 
CCN, cm-3 545 (205-592) 722 (462-908) 10879 (10348-11411) 
Backscatter at 550 nm, Mm-1 1.7 (0.9-2.5) 3.3 (1.6-4.7) 35.7 (31.2-40.2) 
Temperature, °C 0.8 (0.2-0.9) 0.1 (-0.1-3.1) 2.8 (2.4-3.1) 
Pressure, mbar 766 (762-770) 786 (763-826) 808 
Liquid water content (LWC), g m-3 0.07 (0.03-0.12) 0.02 (0.01-0.04) 0.01 (0.01-0.02) 
Cloud droplet effective radius (re), 
µm 4.8 (3.7-5.8) 2.6 (2.1-3.3) 1.9 (1.9-2.0) 
Droplet number concentration (Nliq), 
cm−3  454 (384-525) 749 (621-907) 936 (824-1048) 

 4	  
aOr CNPCASP equivalent for ARCTAS data5	  
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 1	  
 2	  

Figure 1. Sampling locations for the following campaigns: ARCTAS (light orange), NRC 3	  

FIRE.ACE (dark orange), UW FIRE.ACE (dark blue), and ISDAC (light blue).  The 4	  

locations of clouds sampled are shown in Fig. 4.  5	  
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 1	  
 2	  

Figure 2. ISDAC 2008 aerosol and flight characteristics near and in selected clouds 3	  

influenced by biomass burning from 19 April (left) and 20 April (right).  Flight 4	  

characteristics shown include: a) altitude, b) LWC (blue) and IWC (pink), c) aerosol 5	  

concentration from the PCASP (black), SPLAT (red), and UHSAS (green) instruments, 6	  

and d) bulk aerosol SPLAT chemical composition.  Tan shading indicates SPLAT 7	  

sampling through the in-cloud CVI inlet. 8	  

9	  
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 1	  
 2	  

Figure 3. Carbon monoxide (ppbv) during the 1 July 2008 ARCTAS-B flight as a 3	  

function of a) the biomass burning tracer CH3CN (ppbv) and b) the fossil fuel combustion 4	  

tracer CH2Cl2 (pptv).  5	  
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 1	  

 2	  

Figure 4. Map of cloud sample locations from all campaigns.  Red points indicate 3	  

biomass burning samples, blue cases indicate background samples, and grey points 4	  

indicate intermediate samples.  5	  

Case%study%
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 1	  

 2	  

Figure 5.  Based on seven samples from the ARCTAS-B 1 July 2008 case study, here we 3	  

show the relationships between ln(re) (top row) and ln(Nliq) (bottom row) and ln(BBt) 4	  

derived from six indicators (where BBt = CO (ppbv) (* indicates background values of 5	  

99.2 ppbv have been subtracted), CH3CN (ppbv) (* indicates background values of 0.088 6	  

ppbv have been subtracted), CCN (cm-3), backscatter at 550 nm (Mm-1), BC (µg C m-3), 7	  

and CNPCASP equivalent values (cm-3), as calculated from UHSAS and APS 8	  

measurements.  Biomass burning samples are noted in red, and background samples are 9	  

noted in blue.  To show variation between tracers, linear regressions and associated ACI 10	  

estimates are shown in light gray (but note that final ACI values are not derived from 11	  

individual regressions, but rather a combination of all six tracers).  12	  

13	  
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Figure 6. Mean cloud droplet size distributions (µm) for individual case study biomass 3	  

burning clouds (thin orange lines) and clean background clouds (thick blue lines).  The 4	  

28 µm line is marked in grey.  5	  
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 1	  
 2	  
Figure 7. Same as in Fig. 5, but for data from the multi-campaign analysis.  As in Figure 3	  

5, CO* indicates that background values of 99.2 ppbv have been subtracted. For CH3CN, 4	  

the * indicates background values of 0.018 ppbv have been subtracted (due to low 5	  

background CH3CN levels in some of the samples). 6	  

7	  
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Figure 8. Mean cloud particle size distributions (µm) for all non-case study biomass 3	  

burning clouds (yellow dots) and clean background clouds (light blue dots).  The 28 and 4	  

50 µm lines are marked in grey.  Thick red and darker blue lines indicate median values 5	  

for binned size classes for smoky and clean clouds, respectively, including zero values 6	  

not shown on the log-log plot.  Due to the high number of zero values above >50 µm 7	  

diameter, the mean values above this level are also shown (dashed lines) for comparison.   8	  
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 1	  
Figure 9. Log relationships between ARCTAS-B and ISDAC aerosol number 2	  
concentration and submicron scatter.  In panels a and b, the combustion tracer CO, and 3	  
the biomass burning tracer CH3CN in out-of-cloud air masses are also shown.  The black 4	  
squares in panels a and b indicate where background aerosol concentrations of 5000 cm-3 5	  
and dilute smoke concentrations of 450 cm-3 would be relative to other points. 6	  
Measurements are from the following instruments: a and b) TSI 3025, c) TSI 3775, and 7	  
d) PCASP.  ARCTAS-B summertime samples were taken at altitudes < 5.2 km; ISDAC 8	  
samples were taken at <3.65 km due to TSI 3025 instrument limitations.  All quality-9	  
flagged data were excluded, as well as suspicious ISDAC values within 17 km and <1 km 10	  
altitude of the Fairbanks, Alaska airport. Very small background aerosols appear to 11	  
dominate the high aerosol number concentration/ low scatter particles seen in a-c, as 12	  
shown by their disappearance when a diameter cutoff of 140 nm is used (d).  13	  
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Figure A1. Mean out-of-cloud aerosol particle size distributions for several ARCTAS 3	  

background aerosol events. Some days had multiple background aerosol events; these are 4	  

distinguished by color and the letters a-c.  The light grey line shows the 80 nm cutoff 5	  

used here to distinguish Aitken mode particles from accumulation mode particles. 6	  


